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Binary: Relating to, composed of, or involving two things. Code: A system of words, letters, figures
or symbols used to represent others, especially for the purposes of secrecy.Everything comes in
twos. His and hers. Mine and yours. Love and hate. Life and death. The world is made up of
pairs.So what happens when the line is blurred, when the rules we use to define our lives
becomeâ€¦skewed? What happens when the rules are broken? His and hers becomes his, hers
andâ€¦theirs. Mine and yours becomes mine, yours and ours. Love and hate become love, hate and
conflict. Life and death become a battle, an infinite number of risks swinging on a pendulum. Carter
cracked my code. He dug deep into the genetics of who I was and he rewrote every moment of my
life. He forced his way in, reshaping every thought in my head, manipulating every instinct that kept
me alive. Yet, in doing so he altered the structure of his own code and broke every single rule he
lived by. He was the encryption I couldnâ€™t decipher, and I was the mystery that finally forced him
to reveal exactly who he was. This book contains violence, substance abuse, strong language and
adult themes, including M/F/M
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I loved the dark elements to this story and the kinkiness of the characters but sadly thatâ€™s all that
I really liked. This story left me conflicted and overall it was a bit difficult for me to follow. I found
myself getting lost at times and having to try and figure things out and make sense of it. Harley
being a computer hacker went completely over my head and it took me a second to figure out
exactly what it was that she was doing; perhaps I should have Googled the title Binary Code prior to
starting the book instead of after.?.? Itâ€™s just one minute Harley was a gallery owner and the next
minute she was at a computer using terminology that made no sense to me. Also, without giving
away any spoilers, the whole Carter, Jobe, Roman relationship had me a bit confused and it
wasnâ€™t until the last part of the book that I knew why, so I spent the first part of the story a bit lost
and not even really sure why I was lost â€“ it was actually a strange feeling, almost like I was
missing something, so I would go back and re-read some pages with the same result. I feel like
there were bits and pieces to this story that were missing that perhaps could have tied it together
and provided insight or clarification as to what was going on. Iâ€™m still a huge fan of DH
Sidebottom but this book just wasnâ€™t for me. I will agree that this story messed with my mind but
not in the way that I think the authors intended.

How many times can I get surprised by the twisted writing of DH Sidebottom. Now add Rebecca
Sherwin to the mix and prepare to be warped!! I didn't know what to expect of The Binary Code but
what I got was a dark suspenseful complex story. I will admit that there were times where I went
back and reread a section because I couldn't believe what happened and how I didn't see it coming.
I was speechless more than once throughout the story, and my heart broke a few times for Harley!! I
love all of the charcters Harley, Carter, Ben, Evan, even Michael because his kind of "demented" is
why I love these stories.The Binary Code is a gripping page turner!! A must read for anyone who
loves dark and twisted with a lot of surprise!

If you enjoy Dark, twisted romance then this is the book for you! D.H. Sidebottom and Rebecca
Sherwin writing styles blended seamlessly together in this story about a hitman/club owner and a
brilliant hacker. With seedy and troubled pasts they are a match in heaven or hell. Can Harley get
revenge for her horrid past or will the past come back to finish the job and will Carter be able to go
through with his order or will the cracks in his soul finally let him be free. Keeps you guessing until
the very end. A twisted dark romance! Dual POV; HEA; M/F/M; M/F

A Twisted bunch o Sisters told a group of messed up readers that two favorites were combining

forces to weave us a tale. We waited with bated breath and we were not disappointed. Harley and
Carter are two souls with very black and twisted hearts but we love walking with them thru this start
to their lives. If you like your love stories with black hearts than this one is for you!!!!!

I knew this book would be dark, but I didn't know they were going to take my brains out and play
with them. My mind feels violated, exposed, smashed to smithereens. A cerebral rapery. I'm
thinking S & S shouldn't be able to write together, I'm thinking they should pound out a bookshelf's
worth, I'm thinking I loved every fecking bit of their chemistry, and can't help but feel a bit of
Stockholm Syndrome. I LOVE YOU, you've captured my mind. My heart only beats for you. You've
cracked my twisted code. Okay, I better get on with the book.Hailey meets Carter in her Art Gallery.
A foul mouthed alpha that makes her re-think her abstinence. Oh, but Hailey has another life
beyond art... Dangerous. Dark. Deadly. And Carter has peeked in. Will he expose her in every
way?Carter. Carter.Carter. He's deadly for panties everywhere. He's my favorite nightmare and all
my twisted dreams combined. He has a job, yet he meets Hailey and all things become
complicated. Killer or protector.PHEW! WOAH! Let me take a breath. I read this book two times.
TWO TIMES! I don't re-read, okay. I was heart broken, in love. I loved every trip I took in this book
and turned right around and revisited the game. I wanted to hold each character in my palm and
dissect them. The writing was phenomenal. I didn't know who wrote what. Co-authoring at its finest.
They kidnapped me, took me hostage, and made me soak every one of their words up. I couldn't let
go. I can't let go. I'm too far into the code.I RECOMMEND TO LOVERS OF DARK ROMANCE AND
MIND-TRICKERY. For real, they did a number on me. My heart and mind was completely shattered
then put back together with pieces of my soul lost.

EditMY REVIEWJul 06, 2016Rating it was amazingBookshelves dark-elements, must-read, read,
suspenseEdit ShelvesStatus Read on August 17, 2016Review Binary code by Rebecca Sherwin
And D H Sidebottom.5 Stars*****Wow, what a fantastic story.This book took you to the edge and
then back again. Rebecca and Dawn, together write with perfection. There is no real break in the
story line and it is seamless.At times I hated Carter for his actions and I thought he could never be
redeemed, as for Harley, she had suffered a fate most would never be able to come back
from.Carter and Harley, their characters are well developed and so freaking believable. You would
not believe that this story is has been written by two Authors.I am usually able to figure out were a
story is going, and although I had a few questions while reading Binary Code, the penny still didn't
drop for me, and I was so surprised when I hit the climax of the story.Binary Code is going to toy

with your emotions. It will make you want to cry, throw your kindle to the wall but most of all have
you asking yourself, WHY, WHY ,WHY DID THEY HAVE TO DO THAT!!!!!!!I am a huge fan of D H
Sidebottom and this is the first book that I have read by Rebecca Sherwin and will definatly will not
be my last.I received an ARC for an honest review (less)flagcomment Ã‚Â· see reviewEdit Review
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